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TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS

SECTION 12640

WORK  INCLUDED

A. work shall include furnishing and installing new inwall pockets, tables and benches excluding removal of

existing surfaces, (to be patch, painted and replaced) to match the existing finishes including all masonry repairs.

1.02 SUBMITTALS

A. Submit shop draiwings to include the following:

1. Drawings showing details to work required for each school. Includes component dimension, configurations,

elevations, construction detaisl, joint details and attachment. Provide training and maintenance instructions.

1.03 WARRANTY

A. Provide in writing a 5 year(s) limited warranty on tables and benches to include laminate finishes, core, wheels,

locks, understructure. safety assists springs and all fastening devices. In addition to provide a 10 year(s)warranty

on welds.

2.01 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS

A. Recessed or Surface mounted tables and benches complete with pocket as manufactured by Nelson Adams.

3.01 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

A. Table and bench tops to be high quality 

3

4

" thick core. Density of the core to be not less than 45 pounds per

cubic foot hardness at least 1,000 pounds and modulus rupture not less than 2,900 per square inch. Core shall be

surfaced with a general purpose grade 0.050 thick plastic laminate by Wilsonart or  Formica brands with a .020

balance sheeton the nonexposed surface. Colors shall be selected from the standard grade and color selections.

Perimeter edges shall be trimmed with a shatterproof black molding. Panels shall be securely fastened to the

undercarriage with 8" screws on center.

B. Tables shall be 12'-0" long by 27 3/4" wide.

C. Benches shall be 12'-0" long by 11 3/4" wide.

D. Tables and benches undercarriage shall be completely self-supporting and structurally independent of the top

panels. Uncarriage (legs and framework) shall be constructed of 14ga. cold rolled steel and 16ga. U-Channel at

1

7

8

" x 1

3

4

" with full length hemmed edges for added stregth and safety. Legs and longitudinal brace rods of electro

welded 14ga. Steel tubing 1" in diameter. The wheel hubs and leg flanges shall be 14ga. steel welded to the 1"

steel tubing.

E. End legs shall be equipped with fixed non - marking rubber wheels. Center legs to have a non - marking

polyethylene center glide.

F. Each table and bench shall be equipped with safety spring assist assembly.

G. Each table and bench shall be equipped with three locks. The automatic safety lock at the top of each cabinet of

solid bar stock steel and one manually operated "space lock" with automatic popout knoxlock. The manually

operated "space lock" and linkage shall consist of 

5

16

" steel pins, 

3

16

" steel arms and a 14ga. swivel plate. The

"space lock" shall have a positive ball bearing release and be built into each key. The third lock is a manual mullion

lock.

H. Automatically locking Anti-jacknife device shall be standard on all tables.

I. Steel pockets shall be fabricated of 16ga. cold rolled steel with a 16ga. cold rolled steel back. Pockets shall be

shipped complete for field installation and all vertical mullions shall be completely closed and finished.

Powder coated black before delivery.

J. All legs and moveable parts to be powder coated with standard black finish.

3.02 ADDITIONAL SAFETY

A. Each table and bench assembly will be equipped with a structural safety link (SSL) to allow for assembly to be

locked in A-frame position for ease of movement and additional safety when out of pocket and mullion locks.

RECOMMENDED TABLE AND BENCH HEIGHTS

Elementary      Table: 28"     Bench: 18"

Adult                Table: 30"     Bench: 20"

Handicapped    Table: 30"     Bench: Not required

4.01 INSTALLATION

A. installation of pockets shall be by a factory authorized installer. Tables and benches shall be adjusted and in improper

working condition as per manufacturer's written instructions.

B. Manufacturer shall provide a factory training and maintenance instructions with each installation.

5.01 PROJECTS REQUIREMENTS

All bidders are responsible to survey each project and are responsible for all items either stated, unstated or inferred by

the above specifcations.
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